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Landmen Seek Museum Input  
 
The American Association of Professional Land-
men surveys its leaders – and encourages them to 
work with their local museums. Page 3 
 

Shooters 
 
For more than 100 years, 
nitroglycerin detonations 
produced gushers – and 
obituaries – in America’s 
oilfields. The “fracing” 
technology for increasing 
well production, patented 
by a Civil War veteran, 
remains one of the major 
technological achievements 
of the petroleum industry. 
Page 8 

Pennsylvania Oilfield Ingenuity 
 
A 19th century oilfield steam engine converted to run  
on compressed air illustrates oilmen’s ingenuity in the 
Pennsylvania oilfields, notes Paul E. Harvey, director 
of the Coolspring Power Museum. Page 10 

Kansas Energy Education Center 
 
In 1990, Danny Biggs and fellow Kansas oilmen 
established a museum describing the business of  
oil and gas exploration – and its historic role in the 
growth of Great Bend. Page 6 

Paraffin Goes to School 

Oil Mansions & Museums 
 
A Ponca City, Okla., mansion was home to an 
oilman who controlled 10 percent of the world’s 
oil. In nearby Bartlesville lived another 
legendary oilman – the founder of Phillips 
Petroleum. Page 12 

Oilfields of Dreams 
 
As baseball became America’s favorite pastime in the 
early 20th century, oilfield towns fielded their own 
teams – with names that reflected their communities’ 
enthusiasm and often their livelihood. Page 14 

A museum dedicated 
August 19 in Ames, 
Okla., describes a 1991 
oil discovery – in a  
450 million-year-old 
meteor crater. Page 11 

Sign of the Times Saved 
 
A spinning orb that debuted at the 1962 World’s Fair in Seattle 
is among the latest oil patch artifacts. There are plans to donate 
some of the orange Union 76 balls to museums. Page 7 

The petroleum industry supplies 
America with an amazing variety 
of products that are often “hiding 
in plain sight,” including common 
oilfield paraffin. Page 15 

Astrobleme Museum a Big Hit  

The celebration of Oil 150 
creates an opportunity to focus 
on the historical significance of 
the events leading up to and 
following the Aug. 27, 1859, 
discovery that changed the 
world. Page 5 

Energy Education Opportunity  
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Google search the phrase “American oil history” and you will find that of about  
40 million hits, the single most visited website is www.aoghs.org. Our website’s 
first month online in October of 2004 earned just 195 hits. Unique visitors now 
exceed 3,000 a month – based on the site’s expanding content, popularity and 
relevance. For the 2007-2008 school year, AOGHS earlier this month added the 
first three volumes of this newsletter. 
 
Our newly posted 176 pages of Petroleum Age include feature articles designed  
to promote teacher and student interest in the people and events of America’s 
petroleum industry. Based on the website’s popularity, including the fact that  
USA Educational (.edu) is the number one domain of most visitors, there’s proven 
educational value in featuring America’s almost 150 years of oil exploration and 
production heritage. 
 
Today, as hundreds of thousands of students return to school, many will experience 
energy curricula their teachers discovered at summer workshops – hosted by lead-
ing state and national energy education organizations. Early next June, AOGHS 
will again bring together these energy education experts. We look forward to 
sharing strategies, ideas and success stories. – Bruce Wells 

Editor’s Desk –  

 

The historical society has built a unique 
communications network linking oil patch 
museums, historians, energy educators – 
and students. AOGHS programs promote 
educational programs and outreach. 
More than 100 community oil museums 
and energy education programs are 
linked by state at www.aoghs.org.  
 

 

Make a Difference 
  

Publishing the Petroleum Age, maintaining a popular website 
with 102 museum links, hosting an annual energy education 
conference, researching and writing articles, answering  

student and teacher inquires, and tracking down details on oil stock certificates found  
in grandmothers’ attics. These are just a few of the society’s accomplishments – all 
done without even a minimal operating budget. The society desperately needs sponsors 
and annual funding. Those who believe in our mission are asked to send a generous 
donation, 100 percent tax deductible. Help AOGHS continue to make a difference in 
energy education. 
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Landmen Seek Museum Input 
 
The American Association of Professional Landmen 
(AAPL) has surveyed its board members about 
working relationships with community oil and gas 
museums. AAPL now seeks input from museums as 
part of an effort to increase public awareness of the 
role of landmen in the energy industry.  
 
 
In addition to the survey, AAPL provided a $5,000 grant to 
the American Oil & Gas Historical Society (AOGHS) to 
assist in publication of the society’s quarterly newsletter. 
AAPL’s executive committee, board of directors and 
chapter leadership will now receive the Petroleum Age.  
 
“We hope that this will raise the profile of AOGHS and its 
member museums with the AAPL leadership who, in turn, 
will increase the general membership’s awareness of the 
role of these museums in the local communities that they 
serve with the goal of promoting the profile of landmen in 
the oil and gas business,” said Arnold Schulberg, AAPL 
liaison to AOGHS. 
 
AAPL, a Fort Worth, Texas-based international organ-
ization of about 9,000 landmen and other land-related 
professionals, conducted the survey in March 2007 to 
assess local AAPL chapter involvement with AOGHS 
member museums.  
 
Schulberg noted the survey found that currently only a few 
AAPL chapters maintain a presence in community oil and 
gas museums, provide volunteer docents, conduct lectures 
or seminars, or provide funding or volunteer labor for the 
museums.  
 
However, the survey responses also revealed several 
chapters’ interest in pursuing partnership opportunities. 
“Working together, community oil and gas museums and 
AAPL can better educate the public about the often 
overlooked but critical role of landmen in the petroleum 
industry,” Schulberg added.   

 
According to the AAPL board survey, oil and gas museums 
that currently highlight the role of landmen include the 
Petroleum Museum in Midland, Texas; the Oil and Gas 
Museum in Parkersburg, W.Va.; and the Kansas Oil 
Museum in El Dorado, Kan. 
 
Schulberg said the goal is to secure a place commemorating 
the role of landmen in more AOGHS member museums –
and to establish long-term relationships between AAPL 
chapters and the oil and gas museums in their areas. 
 
Landmen are part of the business side of the oil and natural 
gas exploration and production team. Landmen negotiate 
deals and trades with companies and individuals, draft 
contracts (and administer their compliance), acquire leases 
and ensure compliance with governmental regulations. 
 
Editor’s Note – The historical society thanks AAPL for its 
financial support and energy education initiative. In early 
October, AOGHS will email a reciprocal survey to AOGHS 
member museums to learn more about their relationship 
with local AAPL chapters – and whether museums describe 
the important role of the landman. The goal of the AOGHS 
survey will be to identify museums that have exhibits or 
information about landmen that can be used as a resource to 
develop similar exhibits at other museums.  

The AAPL national website www.landman.org includes a 
directory identifying the association’s local chapters. Arnie 
Schulberg, AAPL liaison to AOGHS, encourages museum 
directors and educators to contact their nearest chapter. 
 

Shell Oil Website Resource 
 

“It comes down to education,” noted 
John Hofmeister, president of 
Houston-based Shell Oil Co., during 
an Aug. 31 speech in Salt Lake City, 
Utah – part of a 50 city nationwide 
tour to discuss energy policy.  
 
“We know too little about a subject 
that is so essential to our future 
viability, to our future economic well-
being, to the quality of life that we 

have come to enjoy,” he noted. “I’m 
talking about the education of our-
selves, and mostly education of our 
young people.”  
 
Shell has created a website designed for 
teachers – called Energize your Future, 
“where teachers across America at the 
middle school and high school level can 
download a curriculum and a semester’s 
worth of materials to teach their 
students about energy – where it comes 
from, what it does, what kinds of forms 

of energy we have, what technology  
is doing.” 
 
Hofmeister said the Shell website 
demonstrates the math and science of 
energy. “It is an attempt to instill in 
young minds the fact that energy is an 
issue for all of us. It’s an issue for 
society, it’s an issue for the economy, 
it’s an issue for the well-being of the 
future. By teaching energy we can 
make more intelligent choices.” 
Learn more at www.shell.com  
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100 Years in the Oil Patch  
 
Baker Hughes Inc., a Houston-based inter-
national oilfield service and supply company, is 
celebrating 100 years in the petroleum industry. 
A special July 2007 issue of the company’s 
“InDepth” magazine describes the company’s 
history – and tells the story of the industry  
pioneers who shaped it.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
“We trace our beginnings to the technological  
innovation and entrepreneurial spirit of Reuben  
Baker Hughes, who patented an innovative casing  
shoe in 1907, and Howard Hughes, Sr., whose roller cone bit 
revolutionized rotary drilling in 1909,” explains Editor Ron Bitto.  
Copies of the special issue, which includes a collection of oilfield 
photography, can be requested by emailing indepth@bakerhughes.com 
 
A small museum in Coalinga, Calif., occupies the space that once 
housed the first Baker Oil Tools machine shop – a former livery stable. 

 

the Bradford Oilfield’s unique claim is 
that at the height of the oil boom in 
1881 it supplied more than 83 percent 
of America’s oil – and nearly 77 percent 
of the world’s oil. The oilfield is still 
producing.   
 
A McDonald’s restaurant on Main 
Street was built around a working oil 
well drilled in the 1870s. Located 
beside the drive-through lane, the 
“Cline Oil No. 1” well, owned by Cline 
Oil Co. of Bradford, provides an up-
close history lesson for McDonald’s 
customers. 
 
Delaney’s work has been published in 
Pennsylvania magazine, World War II 

magazine and other publications. “My 
special interest is exploring about local 
history and people,” she says. “The oral 
histories I collected with this project 
provide a fascinating account of the 
people who, through their hard labor  
and determination, forged a legacy that 
endures to this day.”  
 
Forest Press, Bradford, a division of the 
Seneca Highlands Association Inc., is a 
nonprofit multimedia company 
celebrating American experiences in 
places like the Allegheny National 
Forest. The Gamble for Glory in the 
World’s First Billion Dollar Oilfield is 
available at www.theforestpress.com.  
 
Black Gold Days in Ardmore 
 
Ardmore, Okla., hosted its second annual 
Black Gold Days in late July – attracting 
more than 220 people, according to 
Michael Anderson, director of the 
Greater Southwest Historical Museum. 
The event included frontier themed food, 
games, races for children, and a craft 
tent.  “We also rigged up our spudder rig 
to gush water onto our paved area for the 
kids to splash around in,” Anderson 
noted. The museum hopes local oilfield 
service companies will assist in 
maintaining the rig, which is a proven 
educational attraction.  

Bradford’s Gamble for Glory 
 
“Visionaries and vagabonds” headed for 
Pennsylvania in the late 1800s as news 
spread of an oil discovery near Bradford 
in McKean County, a local author has 
noted in her new book. Drillers risked 
all on the prospect of striking it rich in 
the Bradford Third Sand, the pay dirt of 
the Billion Dollar Bradford Oilfield.  
 
Many drillers became millionaires but 
many more lost everything. This 
colorful period in oil history produced 
larger than life entrepreneurs and a 
series of inventions and new products, 
according to The Gamble for Glory in 
the World’s First Billion Dollar 
Oilfield, by Linda K. Delaney.  
 
Delaney’s book celebrates the legacy of 
the Bradford Oilfield with personal 
memories, oilfield poetry and songs, 
historical photographs and a look at 
legendary entrepreneurs, including 
Lewis Emery Jr., who settled in 
Bradford in 1875. Emery served as a 
Pennsylvania State Senator from 1881 
to 1888 and was involved in a lawsuit 
against Standard Oil that led to anti-
monopoly legislation.  
 
Today, Emery’s great-grandson, Fred 
Fesenmyer, president and CEO of 
Minard Run Oil Co. (formerly Emery 
Oil Co.) has been joined by his son and 
grandson in the oil business. Now in 
their sixth generation, and 132 years 
from when Emery first settled in 
Bradford, they continue to produce oil 
from the Bradford Oilfield.  
 
The book will help everyone learn why 
Bradford is known as the “High Grade 
Oil Metropolis of the World,” 
Fesenmyer notes in the forward. 
Located in north-central Pennsylvania, 

Fred Fesenmyer 
is CEO of a 
Bradford, Pa., 
independent oil 
company 
founded by his 
great-grand-
father. It is the 
world’s oldest 
continuously 
operating oil 
company  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

AGI Earth Science Toolkit  
 
The new Earth Science Week Toolkit 
from the American Geological Institute 
(AGI) began arriving on doorsteps 
across the country in August. The 
toolkit includes educational activities to 
celebrate this year’s theme, the Pulse of 
Earth Science. The toolkit includes: 
 
• A 12-month school-year activity 

calendar, suitable for hanging 
• The new Earth Science Week poster 
• A CD of geoscience fact sheets and 

other materials from the U.S. 
Geological Survey 

• An earth science CD, postcards, and 
more from NASA 

• Education materials, cloud chart, and 
careers info from the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration 

• A CD on GIS technology and 
additional activities 

• A microfossils poster  
• Remote-sensing information from 

AmericaView.com 
• Items from National Park Service and 

the Smithsonian 
• And more materials for classroom 

and home use 
 
Library rate shipping and handling is 
included. Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery. 
Faster shipping services are available at 
additional cost, phone (703) 379-2480 
for details. For special shipping, bulk 
orders, and more information, see 
www.earthsciweek.org.   

Energy Education Opportunity 

 
The celebration of Oil 150 creates a 
unique opportunity for the United States 
to focus on the historical significance of 
oil-related events leading up to and 
following August 27, 1859. The cele-
bration will recognize the important 
discoveries and innovations that span 
across America and around the globe.  
 
Beginning next year, the celebration  
will acknowledge achievements in all 
functions of the industry including 
exploration and production, refining, 
transportation and storage, marketing, 
and business organization. It will in-
corporate the parallel development of 
the nation’s natural gas industry.  
 
Importantly, the celebration is not about 
a single event, but rather a century and 
a half of U.S. oil and natural gas 
industry development.  

 
August 2009 will mark the 150th anniversary  
of the most significant industry of the 
industrialized world – the petroleum industry, 
which has provided light, heat, transportation 
fuel, and countless everyday products.  

 
Teachers, students and oil patch historians are invited to share in the 
educational possibilities of this historic event, notes Lois McElwee, 
coordinator of the Oil 150 Committee, Oil City, Pa.  
 
From medicine to jet fuel, the oil industry has not only powered progress,  
but transformed the world. It all began in the United States in 1859 in 
northwestern Pennsylvania, when Colonel Edwin Drake drilled the first 
successful commercial well. An official website has been established for the 
150th anniversary celebration. From now through 2009, the 
www.Oil150.com site will be updated with information on anniversary 
events, educational materials, historical places to visit, commemorative 
items, and more. 
 
“You are invited to join the celebration and share our pride in an American-
born industry that has fueled unparalleled progress in civilizations 
worldwide,” says McElwee, who made a presentation to delegates at a June 1 
AOGHS Energy Education Conference & Field Trip in Oklahoma City. The 
Oil Region Alliance of Business, Industry & Tourism administers the Oil 150 
program. ORA is the manager of the Oil Region National Heritage Area.  
 
Contact McElwee at (800) 483-6264, ext. 104, or mcelwee@oilregion.org.  
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The Pulse of Earth Science is the 10th anni-
versary theme for an energy education initiative 
of the American Geological Institute (AGI). Earth 
Science Week, Oct. 14-20, promotes science in 
education. The 2007-2008 AGI school-year 
calendar includes a learning activity contributed 
by AOGHS: “Products Made from Petroleum.”  
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Kansas Energy Education Center 
 

Several buildings, educational exhibits, scale models and hundreds of artifacts at a Great Bend, Kan., oil museum walk visitors through each step 
of petroleum exploration and production – thanks to founder Danny Biggs (left), who works with his dedicated volunteers Dean Weis and Thaine 
Francis. A large collection of donated equipment explains the all aspects of the modern business and technology of drilling a well. Biggs says his 
antique oilfield service truck is a favorite of children – and a fixture at parades.  

The Kansas Oil & Gas Hall of Fame & Museum in Great Bend offers a hands-on 
look at the domestic petroleum industry, preserves the history of Kansas oilfields – 
and honors those who have dedicated their lives to producing energy.  
  

anny Biggs is a 
respected Great 
Bend, Kan., oilman 

 with more than five decades 
experience in the oil patch. 
Although retired from the 
Pickrell Drilling Co., he still 
consults for the company 
where he began as a rousta-
bout and became a co-owner.  
 
A former leader of state and 
national petroleum industry 
organizations, including the 
National Stripper Well As-
sociation (NSWA), Biggs’ 
commitment to energy 
education is well known in 
Kansas and the nation – as is 
his advocacy for indepen-
dent oil and gas companies.  

 
In the late 1990s, when an unexpected collapse in oil prices 
forced the abandonment of more than 100,000 oil wells 
(producing less than 15 barrels of oil per day), Biggs, then 
NSWA president, explained the industry’s plight to a U.S. 
Senate committee in Washington, D.C.  
 
“The domestic oil wells in the United States are an addition to 
the Strategic Petroleum Reserve that we cannot afford to lose,” 
he told Senators. “The 500,000 marginal wells scattered 
throughout the United States are our greatest strategic reserve.”  
 
Although higher oil prices have re-invigorated the industry, 
Biggs notes, the average Kansas well still pumps less than three 

Oilman Danny Biggs says his 
hardhat is always popular with 
reporters. His many decades of 
experience in the Kansas oil 
patch have made him a state 
and national advocate for the 
petroleum industry – especially 
companies that maintain 
“stripper” wells, producing less 
than 15 barrels a day.  

D barrels per day – and too few Americans understand how  
the industry works. In 1990, Biggs and fellow Kansas oilmen 
established the oil museum to exhibit details of the business 
behind the petroleum industry – and its important role in the 
economic growth of Great Bend. His main building, a former 
Texaco gas station, houses a Hall of Fame with photos and 
detailed biographies of leading Kansas oilmen.  
 
“Our goal is to provide educational information about the 
present industry activities, to preserve its history, and to honor 
those who have dedicated their lives to the industry,” he says. 
 
The first exploration for oil near the Great Bend, Kan., came in 
1886 – financed by a local group of speculators. The well 
produced salt water. In 1917, a locally organized Cheyenne Oil 
and Gas Co. tried again and six years later completed a 
producing well that signaled the beginning of prosperity for 
Central Kansas. By 1930, production would earn the Great 
Bend area more than $20 million dollars annually.   
 
Biggs, who continues to expand an already considerable 
museum collection, hosts both teacher and student workshops 
along with meetings of the Kansas Independent Oil and Gas 
Association, an organization he once led. Biggs also led the 
effort to start a statewide energy education program.  
 
“Our education center hosts learning opportunities,” Biggs 
explains. “Children and adults also learn about the importance 
of energy conservation and protecting our environment. We 
take pride in showing the precautions we take as an industry to 
protect our fresh water supplies.” 
 
In 2000, a decade after launching the Kansas Oil and Gas 
Museum Foundation, Biggs received the Stewardship Award 
from the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission.   
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spinning orb that debuted at the 1962 World’s Fair in Seattle is among  
the latest oil patch artifacts. More than 3,100 people – mostly in Southern  
California where it became a familiar symbol – signed a “Save the 76 Ball” petition,  

according to a July 13 article in Preservation Online, the online magazine of the National Trust 
for Historic Preservation. ConocoPhillips, owner of the brand, responded.  
 
After acquiring the Union 76 stations in 2002, ConocoPhillips began taking the old balls down 
a year later. Upset people started opposition websites and circulated petitions to try to save the 
balls. “We were a little surprised, but thrilled, that our customers wanted us to make the balls 
available for all to see,” said Phil Blackburn, a ConocoPhillips spokesperson. “We are making 
the balls available out of our pride in being part of this West Coast tradition and in response to 
the feedback from our customers.” 
 
A timeline appearing in September’s Reader’s Digest notes the orb’s milestones: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ConocoPhillips plans to keep the spinning signs, but will change them from orange to red. It 
also plans to donate some of the old orange 76 balls to museums such as the American Sign 
Museum in Cincinnati and the San Diego Auto Museum – and one to Ray Pedersen, who 
designed the original ball for the 1962 World’s Fair.  
 
Editor’s Note – The California Oil Museum in Santa Paula is located in the original head-
quarters of Union Oil Co., established in 1890. The Union 76 brand was sold to Tosco Corp. in 
1997. Phillips Petroleum acquired Tosco in 2001and merged with ConocoPhillips a year later. 

Home Wanted: Protected from the elements for almost a century, an oilfield band wheel, engine and 
other equipment used for a central power unit to pump wells in Eastland County, Texas, needs a new 
home, according to the landowner, Jack Moore of Fort Worth. For more information about obtaining 
this historic equipment, contact AOGHS at (202) 857-4785. 
 

When ConocoPhillips began to remove the orange orbs that had 
long stood over Union 76 gas stations, some folks objected. –
Readers Digest, September 2007 

Sign of the Times Saved 
 

The Kansas Oil & Gas Hall of 
Fame & Museum in Great Bend 
includes a rotary drilling rig and 
five rooms of exhibits describing 
the technologies of exploration 
and production. Among the tools 
displayed in the Drilling and 
Completion Room is a collection 
of down-hole “fishing” tools 
donated by local oilfield service 
companies. Museum Founder 
and Director Danny Biggs says 
a child-size drilling machine is 
popular with all ages. Skillfully 
crafted models of pump jacks 
and service trucks help students 
understand the petroleum 
business – from the geology to 
leasing, drilling, and production. 
 

1932: Union brand is born with gas stations 
in Western states. The orange-circle-with-
blue-type logo appears in the 1940s.  
 
1962: Ray Pedersen designs 76 ball for the 
Seattle World’s Fair. The ball goes up at all 
stations, including one at Dodger Stadium in 
Los Angeles.  
 
1967: Popular 76 car antenna balls launched 
– two million given out.  

 
1997: In the movie, The Lost World: Jurassic 
Park, a T. rex topples a ball, nearly crushing 
a sports car.  
 
2003: ConocoPhillips begins removing and 
destroying balls. Kim and Nathan Marsak of 
the Los Angeles area launch online push to 
save the balls.  
 
2007: ConocoPhillips says it will find 
museum homes for surviving balls.  

A



 
 

 n May 1990, Pennsylvania’s Otto Cupler Torpedo Co. 
“shot” its last oil well with liquid nitroglycerin – 
abandoning nitro but continuing to pursue a fundamental  

oilfield technology. Although President Rick Tallini remains 
in the business of improving oil wells’ production, today’s 
fracing systems are much advanced from Lt. Col. Edward A. 
L. Roberts’ original 1866 patent.  
 
“Our business since Colonel Roberts’ day has concerned 
lowering high explosives charges into oil wells in the 
Appalachian area to blast fractures into the oil bearing sand,” 
Tallini notes. 
 
Roberts, a Civil War veteran, had fought with a New Jersey 
Regiment at the 1862 battle of Fredericksburg, Va. Amidst the 
chaos of the battle, he had seen the results of explosive 
Confederate artillery rounds plunging into the narrow millrace 
(canal) that obstructed the battlefield. The observation gave 
him an idea that would evolve into what he described as 
“superincumbent fluid tamping.”  
 
Roberts was awarded U.S. Patent. No. 59,936 in November 
1866 for what would become known as the Roberts Torpedo. 
The Titusville Morning Herald reported, “Our attention has 
been called to a series of experiments that have been made in 
the wells of various localities by Col. Roberts, with his newly 
patented torpedo. The results have in many cases been 
astonishing. The torpedo, which is an iron case, containing an 
amount of powder varying from fifteen to twenty pounds, is 
lowered into the well, down to the spot, as near as can be 
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 Shooters 
 

ascertained, where it is necessary to explode it. It is then 
exploded by means of a cap on the torpedo, connected with the 
top of the shell by a wire.”  
  
Filling the borehole with water provided Roberts his “fluid 
tamping” to concentrate concussion and more efficiently 
fracture surrounding oil strata. The technique he patented 
revolutionized oil production.  

 
Production from some wells increased 1,200 percent within a 
week of being shot – and the Roberts Petroleum Torpedo Co. 
flourished. Roberts charged $100 to $200 per torpedo and a 
royalty of one-fifteenth of the increased flow of oil.  
 
Some oilmen hired unlicensed practitioners who dodged the 
licensing fees and operated by “moonlight” with their own 
devices. The inventor was outraged. 
 
Roberts hired Pinkerton detectives and lawyers to protect his 
patent and is said to have been responsible for more civil 
litigation in defense of a patent than anyone in U. S. history.  
He spent more than $250,000 to stop the “moonlighters.” 
 
By 1868, nitroglycerin was preferred to black 
powder, despite its frequently fatal tendency to 
detonate accidentally.  
 
“A flame or a spark would not explode Nitro-Glycerin readily, 
but the chap who struck it a hard rap might as well avoid 
trouble among his heirs by having had his will written and a 
cigar-box ordered to hold such fragments as his weeping 
relatives could pick from the surrounding district,” said John J. 
McLauren in his Sketches in Crude Oil in 1896. 
 
Roberts died a very wealthy man in 1881. His heirs sold 
Roberts Petroleum Torpedo Co. to its employees, who 
continued in business as the Independent Explosives Co. Rick 
Tallini relates that the Otto Cupler Torpedo Co. split off and 
produced its own nitroglycerin in plants near Titusville, Pa., 
until the last plant exploded in 1978.  

The Roberts Petroleum Torpedo Company led a revolution in 
technology for fracturing – or “fracing” – wells to increase pro-
duction. Modern fracing systems trace their roots to Roberts’ 
torpedo introduced to the oil patch soon after the Civil War.  

For more than 100 years, nitroglycerin detonations 
produced gushers – and obituaries – in America’s 
oilfields. The technology for increasing well 
production, patented by a Civil War veteran, 
remains one of the major technological 
achievements of the petroleum industry. 

I
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Tallini’s company continued using liquid nitroglycerin until 
1989 – when the last nitroglycerine supplier’s plant blew up in 
Moosic, Pa. Their shot on May 5, 1990, used up the last of 
Otto Cupler Company’s liquid nitro reserves. 
 
Today, Rick Tallini and Otto Cupler Torpedo Co. 
continue shooting wells, but with modern explosives 
and rigorous safety procedures.  
 
With the advent of hydraulic and other fracing 
technology, shaped-charge jet perforation has become 
common, in which a cone-shaped charge penetrates 
the well casing and cement at high velocity. Hydraulic 
or gas fracturing of oil-bearing formations follows.  
 
The Otto Cupler Torpedo Co. maintains a unique museum on 
Dottyville Road in East Titusville, which preserves 
remarkable artifacts and documents from over a hundred years 
of nitroglycerin in the oilfield.  
 
Tallini’s Tales of Destruction website offers a unique primer 
on the history of “nitro” and chronicles “shooting” from 
Roberts day down to the present. The museum is accessible by 
appointment. Call (814) 827-2921.   
 

A detail from the original 
Roberts patent shows an 
“oblong weight” that drops 
onto fulminate caps to 
detonate the submerged 
explosive canister. Well 
shooters dubbed this weight 
a “Go Devil.” 

 
 

 
Editor’s Note – Lt. Col. Edward A.L. 
Roberts served with the 28th New 
Jersey Volunteer Infantry Regiment 
for four months during the Civil War. 
Below are details from his service 
records at the National Archives, 
Washington, DC.  
 

Lt. Col. Roberts fought in the battle of Fredericksburg in 
December 1862 – while awaiting results from his court 
martial, which had convened just weeks earlier.  
 
As the military court deliberated specifications of  
“intoxication on dress parade,” Roberts’ regiment marched 
into Fredericksburg, Va. On Dec. 13, the 28th New Jersey 
was the center of Gen. Ambrose Burnside’s first doomed 
assault on the fiercely defended Marye’s Heights. Fourteen 
more assaults would follow.  
 
The 28th’s charge, with fixed bayonets, was across 400 
yards of difficult terrain – and into Gen. Robert E. Lee’s 
carefully positioned cannons. Confederate artillerist Col. 
Edward Porter Alexander had declared, “A chicken could 
not live on that field when we open on it.”  
 
Alexander was right. Neither Roberts’ commander, Col. 
Moses Wisewell, nor any other Yankee would ever reach 

Marye’s Heights. Crossing a canal and open ground, 
brigade after brigade could not dislodge the Confederates 
from their defenses behind a sunken road and stone wall. 
Union casualties exceeded 12,000. Wisewell was shot in the 
face during the 28th’s charge. Lt. Col. Roberts assumed 
command of the regiment under the barrage of artillery and 
musket fire.  
 
In his after action report, Roberts wrote, “We went into 
action under a most galling and deadly fire of shot and 
shell, and continued in action until near dark. Officers and 
men conducted themselves well.”  
 
A month later, Roberts’ court martial verdict was published 
under General Order No. 2.  He was found guilty and 
ordered to be cashiered, effective Jan. 12, 1863.  
 
Prior to the court’s verdict, Roberts had attempted to resign 
but this was characterized as “tendering resignation in face 
of enemy.” Roberts’ service as a Union Officer was over. 
He would soon make history in Pennsylvania oilfields. 
 

Roberts is buried in Titusville, Pa. His 
headstone at Woodlawn Cemetery is 
marked only with his name and the 
military rank he held at the Battle of 
Fredericksburg 19 years earlier.  

 
Roberts Fights in Battle of Fredericksburg 
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19th Century Oilfield Pump Jack 
Powered by Compressed Air 

eep in the New York Public Library’s online digital 
photo collection, there appeared to be an unusual 
example of a 19th century “half-breed” engine – a  

name based on the conversion of former steam engines by 
adopting new internal combustion components. This 
remarkable innovation eliminated the need for a steam boiler 
and created an engine readily fueled by natural gas at the well.  
 
With no caption or other information about the photo available 
from the library, the historical society contacted the experts at 
the Coolspring Power Museum in Coolspring, Pa., and its 
director, Dr. Paul Harvey. (See Petroleum Age, September 
2005). Here is what Dr. Harvey told us: 
 
“The engine that your photo shows is not a ‘half-breed’ but 
still a steam engine running on compressed air. Note the two-
inch pipe running up to the engine’s original throttle valve. 
This was a very common conversion in northwest Pennsyl-
vania. Many of these wells were drilled in the 1880s, but when 
production declined and boilers deteriorated, central com-
pressor stations were erected and miles of piping was laid to 
continue operation on a limited basis.  
 
“We have re-erected the original ‘Windy City’ air plant here at 
the museum. It uses a Blaisdell gas engine compressor unit 
and was built in 1916. It provided air to continue operating 48 
‘air engines’ on a stripper basis and operated until 1989 when 
we moved building and engine to museum grounds.  
 
“Your engine is a Farrar & Treft, built in Buffalo, N.Y. It 
carries patent plates noting 1871 and 1872. It is characterized 
by the ‘hog trough’ frame, the spiral-spoke flywheel and the 
rotary oscillating valve beneath the cylinder. We have a 
similar engine here operating on compressed air. Secondary 
builders bought steam engines and placed them on I-beams 
and made the gearing to run the pitman arm directly from their 

unit. I’m sure that the converters name would be cast on the 
wide gear spoke with the pitman arm. My guess is this was 
done by Bovaird & Co. from Bradford, Pa.  
  
“I can well remember when many air plants and their 
converted steam engines ran in northwestern Pennsylvania. 
The producers called these units ‘cog wheels’ to distinguish 
from ‘air heads’ which were direct lift air cylinders placed 
over the well head. By far, in my experience, the Farrar & 
Treft was the most common.  
  
“The two vertical pipes and ladder were a crude ‘mast’ for 
servicing the well. There would have been a pulley wheel 
located on top. In the center of the big gear shaft would have 
been a cable drum. Whenever the down-hole pump needed 
service, all the pump rods had to be pulled out. The pitman 
arm would be disconnected and tied back to the Samson post, 
and a cable would be placed on the drum, strung up over the 
mast via the ladder, and used to ‘pull the rods.’  
 
“At the end of the two-inch tubing that the oil came up 
through, was the ‘working barrel,’ a cylinder a bit smaller that 
the pump packing fit into. So, depending on the abrasiveness 
of the contents in the oil, the pump packing had to be replaced. 
The down-hole pump valve was a metal ball fitting into a 
metal seat. And when the working barrel or its ball valve on its 
bottom needed service, all the two-inch tubing had to be 
pulled out, one joint at a time, unscrewed, and laid beside the 
well. Early on, most of the rod and tube pulling was done with 
tractors having rear mounted ‘pulling winches,’ such as 
Fordson, Cletrac, and Cats. One of the most popular winches 
was the Myers, made in Van, Pa.  
 
“Windy City was an actual town and in its heyday had five 
houses. Just south of Kane, Pa., about three miles, a road turns 
west to James City, which had a big glass plant; some 
foundations remain and it survives as a small community. The 
road then progresses to Windy City. The last resident there 
was Harold ‘Jim’ McCauley, who operated the Blaisdells for 
his entire working life. When the plant shut down in 1989, he 
moved to Kane. The Allegheny National Forest Service 
removed every artifact. Last year, Jim, 86 years old, visited 
the Coolspring Museum and started ‘his’ Blaisdell – showing 
all of us some tricks that we never realized.  
 
“I hope this helps a bit.” – Paul Harvey 

 

Pennsylvania 
Oilfield 
Ingenuity  
 

D
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bout 450 million years ago, a meteor struck north-
central Oklahoma, creating an impact crater more 
than eight miles wide. Today, the rural community  

of Ames proudly claims the crater as its own – and as an 
important contributor to the geological knowledge of the 
nation’s petroleum industry.  
 
The Ames crater – an astrobleme – is buried by sediment about 
two miles deep, making it barely visible on the surface. On 
Aug. 18, Ames celebrated the opening of a new museum 
describing the meteor (estimated to have been the size of a 
football) and the crater’s significance to the oil industry.  
 
The museum is a small, open-ended A-frame structure that 
requires no staff. It features several image panels on the north 
and south walls of the structure. The panels describe the 
crater’s formation and its geological significance, explains the 
man who discovered oil there, independent producer Harold 
Hamm of Enid.   
 
Hamm, an oil businessman and CEO of Continental Resources, 
was the primary supporter and developer of the museum. On 
the center of the south wall, a flat-screen television provides 
video of geological graphics. The video includes an 
introduction by Hamm, who spoke at the museum’s dedication 
during the annual Ames Day, a fundraising event for the 
volunteer fire department.  
 
According to the American Association of Professional 
Geologists (AAPG), the potential for petroleum production 
from impact craters “seized the attention of the Oklahoma oil 
industry in the early 1990s. Several new, deep wells in the 
Sooner Trend produced exceptional amounts of oil and gas.” 
 

Many geologists had believed impact craters to be unlikely 
locations for petroleum. Hamm, who had drilled wells in the 
Ames area since the early 1960s, thought otherwise. Although 
wells had been drilled nearby, no one had attempted to reach 
deep into the crater.  
 
In 1991, Hamm’s geologist at Continental Resources found 
something unusual in the site, so they drilled deeper than the 
normal well for the area – about 10,000 feet – and struck oil. 
Initial production from his first well was 200 barrels a day. 
Cumulative production figures through 2006 show production 
in the Ames crater area approaching 11 million barrels.  
 
There have been 60 wells completed in the Ames crater, some 
producing more than a million barrels. About 30 of the wells 
are still producing. Production peaked in 1994, when the 
combined flow from three wells averaged more than 2,000 
barrels of oil and 730,000 cubic feet of gas per day. Since 
1991, gross production has exceeded $120 million. The crater 
remains one of the few oil-producing craters in the world. 
 
At the dedication, Bert Mackie, vice chairman of Security 
National Bank, who grew up in Ames and was the earliest 
advocate for promoting the crater’s historical significance, 
introduced Hamm and other special guests. Charles Mankin, 
director of the Oklahoma Geological Survey, described the 
geology behind the crater’s formation.  
 
Editor’s Note – The museum idea originated when Bert 
Mackie suggested Harold Hamm put up educational signs in 
the area, denoting the crater’s significance. Hamm decided to 
build a museum. – Adapted from articles in the Enid News & 
Eagle, Aug. 19, and the AAPG Explorer, March 2002 

The historical significance of an Oklahoma 
meteor impact is not lost on Bert Mackie (left), 
vice chairman of Security National Bank and 
Lew Ward, chairman of Ward Petroleum.  
 
Mackie grew up in Ames – the heart of the 
crater – and hopes visitors will enjoy the new 
“Ames Astrobleme Museum” and learn about a 
1991 oil discovery by independent oilman 
Harold Hamm, CEO of Continental Resources.  
 
Ward, an oilman from Enid, also leads the 
effort for a major renovation of the Museum of 
the Cherokee Strip Regional Heritage Center.  

as·tro·bleme [ástrə blm] noun – A depression, usually 
circular, on the surface of the Earth that is caused by the 
impact of a meteorite. From mid-20th century. [astro- + 
Greek blēma “wound from a missile” ] 
 

A 

Astrobleme Museum a Big Hit 
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 O i l  M a n s i o n s  &  M u s e u m s  
rnest W. Marland learned the oil business as a lawyer in 
Pennsylvania, where he made his first fortune – and lost it 
in the panic of 1907. He came to Oklahoma in 1908 and 

 in 1911 made the first of his many oil discoveries. As president of 
the Marland Oil Co., he soon had vast oil holdings that made him 
one of the dominant figures in the American petroleum industry. 
 
The Marland Oil Museum at the Marland Estate Mansion explains 
how the oilman accumulated a personal fortune of more than $30 
million. His Marland Oil Refinery built in 1918 in Ponca City was 
considered one of the outstanding economic achievements in the 
Oklahoma oil industry. 
 
Although considered a maverick by many oilmen of his day, others 
saw him as an innovative leader. E.W. Marland was among the first 
to believe in using geology as a major tool to help discover oil. The 
Marland Oil Co. geology department launched an innovative 
drilling experiment that used core drilling, which became a major 
part of the industry. Marland brought seismograph technology from 
Germany and used this geophysical method of locating favorable 
drilling locations. 
 
In 1928, E.W. resigned as chairman of Marland Oil Co. – and began 
a career in politics, eventually becoming governor of Oklahoma. In 
1929, Marland Oil merged with the Continental Oil Co., which 
would become Conoco. A 2002 merger with Phillips Petroleum Co. 
created ConocoPhillips, headquartered in Houston. 
 

Marland filling stations were shaped in a triangle, 
synonymous with the Marland Oil logo. In 1927, 
there were 550 Marland stations in 11 states. – 
Visit www.marlandmansion.com 

Carla O’Neill, Conoco Museum director of operations, manages five 
areas exhibiting the evolution of the company’s business identity, 
marketing – and innovative onshore and offshore technologies. 

One exhibit recreates a 1950s R&D laboratory; another 
depicts an outdoor scene of a “doodlebugger” at work; a third 
explains the technology behind the world’s first tension-leg 
offshore platform. These and other exhibits tell the story of a 
major oil company’s development from a small kerosene 
distributor serving 19th century pioneer America into a 
diversified global energy company. 
 
The Conoco Museum in Ponca City includes E.W. Marland’s 
boardroom – and candid, firsthand accounts from Conoco 
executives describing takeover bids, mergers, public stock 
offerings and more. The company’s Ponca City refinery 
(across the street from the museum), dates back to 1918, 
making it one of the oldest operating refineries in the United 
States. The museum, which opened May 12, today seeks 
volunteers – people similarly dedicated to the preservation 
and exhibition of artifacts relevant to the company’s origin, 
people and products. – Visit www.conocomuseum.com. 

Director David Keathly (left) hosts weddings and many other events 
at the mansion. He notes that E.W. Marland enjoyed the luxuries of 
the time, including a steam-powered dishwasher and an Otis 
elevator (center) believed to be one of the first in Oklahoma. The 
mansion’s dining room includes walls made of a rare Pollard oak – 
cut by special permission from the royal forests of England. 

A view of the North Terrace of the Marland mansion in Ponca City, 
Okla. – where architect John Duncan Forsyth created a "Palace on 
the Prairie.” Now a National Historic Landmark, the mansion took 
three years to construct (1925 to 1928). It is 43,561 square feet and 
includes 10 bedrooms, 12 bathrooms, 7 fireplaces, and 3 kitchens.  

E 

Conoco History Exhibited in Ponca City 
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Preserved by the Oklahoma Historical Society, the 
Frank Phillips Home reflects the lifestyle of one of 
Oklahoma’s greatest oilmen. Although the 26-room 
mansion is remarkable, it is the original furnishings – 
including a Tiffany lamp and a painting by John Singer 
Sargent – that make tours memorable for thousands 
of Bartlesville, Okla., visitors. 

Bartlesville’s Phillips Petroleum Co. Museum 
 
In 1927, as a company official road tested a new Phillips gasoline on his 
way to headquarters in Bartlesville, executives discussed plans to sell the 
first gallon of Phillips gas to the motoring public. The new product needed  
a trade symbol. “This car goes like 60 on our new gas,” the company 
official said. “Sixty nothing,” noted the driver, “we’re doing 66!” The 
incident was reported to the committee considering the new trade symbol. 
Somebody at the meeting asked where the drive had occurred.  
 
“Near Tulsa on Highway 66,” came the reply. The committee voted unani-
mously – and Phillips 66 became the banner under which Phillips Petro-
leum Co. launched its line of gasolines on Nov. 19, 1927. This story and 
others are told in the new, two-level Phillips Petroleum Company Museum 
in downtown Bartlesville. Exhibits feature the accomplishments of Frank 
Phillips and his brother, L.E., who struck their first gusher in 1905 – the 
first of 81wells without a dry hole. – Visit www.phillips66museum.com   

Working on the Woolaroc Oil Patch  
 
Woolaroc, a 3,700-acre ranch established in 1925 as the 
Osage Hills retreat of oilman Frank Phillips, is home to 
many species of native and exotic wildlife, including 
buffalo, elk and longhorn cattle, explains Director Robert 
Fraser. Woolaroc includes a museum with an outstanding 
collection of western art and artifacts – and one of the 
finest collections of Colt firearms in the world.  
 
Fraser adds that among the many outdoor exhibits at the 
Woolaroc Museum & Wildlife Preserve, 12 miles south-
west Bartlesville, Okla., is an oil patch collection – closed 
for now. It holds great potential for educational fieldtrips 
for students of all ages. Although the exhibit opened in 
1996, the scenic road leading to it proved to be too winding 
and narrow for school buses. Fraser hopes to reopen the Oil 
Patch exhibit after constructing a more direct road from the 
main ranch house – but significant funding is needed for 
the construction.  
 
In addition to the outdoor exhibit, the Woolaroc Museum 
has a large display of 101 Ranch memorabilia and historic 
photographs. Frank Phillips derived the name Woolaroc 
from the words: woods, lakes and rocks. The name was 
originally intended for the rustic lodge ranch house, but 
soon became the name for the entire Frank Phillips ranch.  
– Visit www.woolaroc.com   

Glenn Miller (top left) has been ranch manager for the Woolaroc Museum & 
Wildlife Preserve for more than four decades. The oil exhibits there are thanks 
to Miller’s work – and equipment donated by ranch neighbor and independent 
oilman Aubin Cooper. Woolaroc Director Robert Fraser (below left) says 
educators hope the Oil Patch exhibit will reopen soon – since it offers a “living 
history” of Oklahoma’s industry with authentic equipment, including a working 
central powerhouse. A restored cable-tool drilling rig, wooden storage tanks, a 
variety of pump jacks, a collection of oilfield tools, and a reproduction of a 
typical lease house offer many educational attractions. 
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Oilfields of Dreams 

Corsicana Oil Citys - The Corsicana Oil Citys made baseball 
history in 1902 with a 51-3 drubbing of the Texarkana 
Casketmakers. Legendary catcher Jay Justin Clarke hit a still 
unbroken record of eight homeruns in eight at bats during the 
Casketmaker game. 

 
Wichita Falls Spudders - This team lost its opportunity for a 
25th consecutive victory in 1922 when the league determined 
the Spudders had, “doctored the baseball.” In June, their 
ballpark caught fire during a game and burned to the ground. 
It was a memorable season. 
 
Okmulgee Drillers - For the first time in baseball history two 
players combined to hit 100 homeruns in a single season of 
160 games. In 1924, first baseman Wilbur “Country” Davis 
and center fielder Cecil “Stormy” Davis made history, but 
their team had faded away by 1927. 
 
Independence Producers - The Producers lost to Muskogee 
Chiefs (13-3) in baseball’s first official night game. On April 
28, 1930, the game was played under portable lights supplied 
by the Negro National League’s famed Kansas City Monarchs.  
 
Tulsa Oilers - The Oilers were the strongest team in the 
Western League for a decade, winning the pennant in 1920, 
‘22, ‘27, ‘28 and ‘29. The name continues in the Central 

Hockey League’s Tulsa Oilers. Today’s Tulsa Drillers, a AA 
affiliate of the Colorado Rockies major-league club, play in 
Drillers Stadium in downtown Tulsa. 
 
Borger Gassers - Gordon Nell hit a record setting 49 homers 
for his team in 1947 but by the 1950s, television and air-
conditioning reduced minor league baseball attendance and 
profitablility. The Borger Gassers were gone by 1955.  
 
Wichita Jobbers - The 1907 Jobbers won on opening day and 
were never out of first place, finishing the season 98-35, and 
leading the league with 1,191 hits. Years later, former 
manager Jack Holland opined to newspapers that, “No player 
can do his best in competition and accept the responsibilities 
of a bride at the same time.”  
 
Shreveport Gassers - In the Texas League, the Shreveport 
Gassers once played 20 innings against the Fort Worth 
Panthers before the game was called a tie. The game was 
played on May 8, 1918, in Fort Worth’s Panther Park.  
 
Beaumont Exporters - Beaumont Texas’ first team (1903) 
was known as the Oil Gushers, then the Millionaires, then the 
Oilers before becoming the Beaumont Exporters in 1920. 
Many thought the name should be changed to the Refiners, 
reflecting the city’s industry. In the 1950 season the team was 
briefly known as the Roughnecks. 
 
Iola Gasbags - In 1903, as part of the Missouri State League, 
the Iola, Kan., Gasbags briefly changed their name to the Iola 
Gaslighters. The following season, they reverted to the team’s 
original name. Although they were gone by the 1905 season, 
the name lives on in vintage sportswear.  
 
 – Adapted from www.milb.com, the official website of minor 
league baseball.  

The first oil company town in the Permian Basin, Texon, was founded in 1924 by Big Lake Oil Co. Considered a model oil community, it had a 
school, church, hospital, theater, golf course, swimming pool – and a semiprofessional baseball team (above left and center).The Texon Oilers won 
Permian Basin League championships in 1933, 1934, 1935 and 1939. Texon remains a tourist attraction – as a ghost town. In 1894, the Union Oil 
Co. of Santa Paula, Calif., purchased 1,200 acres in North Orange County for oil development. Four years later the first oil well, Olinda No. 1, came 
in and created the oil boom town of Olinda. One of the early residents was future Baseball Hall of Famer Walter Perry Johnson (pitcher for the 
Washington Senators from 1907-1927), who as a teenager pitched for the semi-pro team, the Olinda Oil Wells. On Oct. 31, 1934, Johnson and 
former baseball teammates played an exhibition game in Brea – against Babe Ruth and the Ruth All-Stars.  

As baseball became America’s favorite pastime 
in the early 20th century, oilfield towns fielded 
their own teams – with names that reflected 
their communities’ enthusiasm and often, their 
livelihood. 
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Paraffin Goes to School  

 

Oil patch artists from Bolivar, N.Y., 
continue a classroom tradition 
begun by fifth-grade teacher Kelly 
Lounsberry, director of the Pioneer 
Oil Museum. 

lthough they longed for color, students in Alice Stead Binney’s classroom had to 
settle for dustless chalk. An-Du-Septic dustless chalk was so popular among turn-of-
the-century teachers that it won a Gold Medal at the World’s Fair in St. Louis. 

 
Teachers like Mrs. Binney loved the tidy new product, but their choices were limited. Pencils 
of the day were primitive, with square “leads” made from a variety of clays, slates, and 
graphite. Color writing implements were the toxic and expensive imports of artists, best kept 
away from eager schoolchildren. 
  
Anne’s husband Edwin, and his cousin, C. Harold Smith, created the award-winning An-Du-
Septic chalk as a consequence of expanding their pigment business into the sideline 
production of slate pencils for schools. Binney & Smith Co. (formerly Peekskill Chemical 
Works) was best known for its production of red iron oxide and carbon black for paints, inks, 
and stove and shoe polishes.  
 
The booming Pennsylvania petroleum industry supplied oil and natural gas feedstocks for 
Binney & Smith’s carbon black. Their 1891 patent, “Apparatus for the Manufacture of 
Carbon Black” detailed production of the fine, soot-like substance that was more intensely 
black than any other pigment in use at the time. The company won a gold medal for its 
carbon black at the 1900 Paris Exposition.  
 
Binney & Smith mixed their carbon black with oilfield paraffin and other waxes to introduce 
a paper-wrapped black crayon marker for crates and barrels. It was promoted as being able to 
“stay on all” and accordingly named Staonal. It is still sold today.  
 
Staonal was a success, but too laden with carbon black to be safe for use by children. Slate 
pencils and the very successful An-Du-Septic dustless chalk nonetheless put Binney & Smith 
salesmen into America’s classrooms. The sales force listened to teachers and learned there 
would be a ready market for inexpensive, non-toxic, brightly colored crayons. The company 
began pursuing this opportunity and by 1903, Binney & Smith was ready to launch a new 
product that would change childhood forever. Mrs. Binney provided the new product its 
name by combining the French word for chalk, craie with an English adjective meaning oily, 
oleaginous, hence Crayola. 
 
Manufacturing was based on small batches of carefully measured and hand-mixed pigments, 
paraffin, talc and other waxes. Paper labels were individually rolled by hand and pasted onto 
each crayon. The finished products were hand packed into individual boxes and shipped in 
wooden crates. Sixteen Crayola crayons sold for 10 cents; eight for 5 cents: red, yellow, 
orange, green, blue, violet, black, and brown. Crayola® was an instant hit.  
 
Demand for Crayola crayons has continued to grow around the world. Paraffin from distant 
petroleum refineries is now delivered to Crayola’s Easton, Pa., factory in railroad tank cars. 
Crayola has grown to become a $500 million dollar a year business, employing more than 
1,200 men and women in a successful union of the petroleum industry to the colorful world 
of children’s imaginations. Capacity is more than four million Crayola crayons daily – and 
the company’s proprietary formulas remain a closely guarded secret.  

The petroleum industry supplies America with 
an amazing variety of products that are often 
“hiding in plain sight.” For Binney & Smith 
Co., common oilfield paraffin changed the 
company’s destiny by coloring children’s 
imaginations. 
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Museum Spotlight:  Coolspring Power Museum 
 
The Coolspring Power Museum includes the largest collection of historically significant, 
early stationary gas engines in the country – if not the world, notes Director Paul E. 
Harvey, an AOGHS member. Stationary “hit and miss” engines like ones used in the oil 
patch are among the exhibits at the museum in Coolspring, Pa.  
 
Founded in 1985, the museum displays the evolution of internal combustion engine tech-
nology that put an end to the steam powered era. More than 250 engines are housed in 20 
display buildings. “Those magnificent Butler County Engines” will be on display at the 
Fall Exposition and Swap Meet, Oct. 18-20. Visit www.coolspringpowermuseum.org or 
call (814) 849-6883 for more information. 

AOGHS 
1201 15th Street, NW, Suite 300 
Washington, DC  20005 

Support energy education programs!  Become a member and help us promote the community resources of oil and gas 
museums, county historical societies and individuals dedicated to preserving petroleum’s wildcatting heritage. All 
annual members receive four issues of this newsletter. To join AOGHS, a 501(c) 3 nonprofit organization, mail this 
form with payment to AOGHS, 1201 15th St., NW, Suite 300, Washington, DC 20005, or fax it to (202) 857-4799. 
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MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES     
 

 Student     $50 
 Annual     $75 
 Patron       $200-$999 
 Benefactor           $1,000 & Above 

 
 
Name ________________________________________________  Title _______________________________________________________ 
 
Company/Organization _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address  __________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
City  _____________________________________________  State _____________  Zip Code  ____________________________________ 
 
Phone  ___________________________________________  Email  __________________________________________________________ 
 

 
    Credit Card Payment :  Please check the appropriate credit card:            __ Visa    __ MasterCard   __ American Express 

 
 

Credit Card No. __________________________________________________________        Expiration Date (MM/YY) ______/_______ 
 

 
Name as appears on card: ________________________________________       Signature: _______________________________________ 
 

www.aoghs.org 
 

Benefactors will be acknowledged in the Petroleum Age 
 

Change of address? Please check here ____ 
and send us your new address. 


